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PRODUCT CATALOG

Product Name: New Style Wooden Marble And White Weave Rope Mosaic Tile For Wall

Short Description: The combination of wooden white marble with

the woven rope pattern of Thassos white marble creates a

visually interesting contrast, making the tiles a standout feature

in any room. Featuring a basket weave mosaic tile pattern, this

product introduces a timeless design element to your walls.

Model No.: WPM112

Pattern: Basketweave

Color: Wooden & White

Finish: Polished

Material Name: Natural Marble

Min. Order: 100 sq.m (1077 sq.ft)

Product Detail:

Product Description

The new Wood Marble and White Braided Rope Mosaic Wall Tile is a product that embodies elegance, style

and versatility. Let’s delve deeper into its features and explore more details. Mosaic tiles showcase the beauty

of wooden white marble, which has natural veins and wood grain-like patterns. This unique feature adds a

touch of natural warmth and sophistication to any space. The combination of wooden white marble with the

woven rope pattern of Thassos white marble creates a visually interesting contrast, making the tiles a

standout feature in any room. Featuring a basket weave mosaic tile pattern, this product introduces a timeless

design element to your walls. The basket weave pattern was created by interlocking diamond pieces of

wooden white marble, surrounded by pencil pieces of Thassos crystal white marble, creating a visually
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captivating texture. This classic pattern has long been favored for its ability to add depth, dimension and

visual interest to a surface.

Product Specification (Parameter)

Product Name: New Style Wooden Marble And White Weave Rope Mosaic Tile For Wall

Model No.: WPM112

Pattern: Basketweave

Color: Wooden & White

Finish: Polished

Thickness: 10 mm

Product Series

Model No.: WPM112

Color: White & Wooden

Material Name: Wooden White Marble,Thassos Crystal Marble

Model No.: WPM005

Color: White & Brown

Material Name: Eastern White Marble, Crystal Brown Marble

Model No.: WPM113A

Color: White & Dark Grey

Material Name: Eastern White Marble, Nuvolato Classico Marble

Model No.: WPM113B

Color: White & Light Grey

Material Name: Eastern White Marble, Italian Grey Marble



Product Application

New wood marble and white braided rope mosaic tiles are primarily designed for wall applications. It offers a

wide range of possibilities for transforming spaces such as kitchens, living rooms, dining areas and even

commercial settings. In the kitchen, marble wall tiles create a luxurious backdrop that complements a variety

of design styles, from modern to rustic. The natural beauty and intricate pattern of the tiles make it a focal

point, enhancing the overall ambience of the space. In addition to the kitchen, this mosaic tile can be used to

create a feature or feature wall in other areas of the home. Whether you need a sophisticated living room or

a statement entrance, new wood marble and white woven rope mosaic tiles provide a modern and stylish

solution.

In commercial settings such as hotels or restaurants, this mosaic tile can enhance the ambience and create an

unforgettable impression. Its durability allows it to meet the needs of high-traffic areas, while its elegant

design adds a sense of luxury and sophistication.

The maintenance of new wood grain white rope mosaic tiles is relatively simple. Regular cleaning with a mild,

non-abrasive cleaner is usually enough to keep your tiles looking their best. Manufacturer's cleaning and

maintenance guidelines must be followed to maintain the longevity and beauty of your tiles. If you like this

wood grain stone mosaic tile, please contact us and share your ideas!

FAQ

Q: Is professional installation required for the Wooden Marble and White Weave Rope Mosaic Tile?

A: While it is possible to install the mosaic tile yourself if you have experience with tile installation, we recommend hiring a

professional for the best results, especially considering the intricate pattern and the need for proper substrate

preparation.



Q: Can the Wooden Marble and White Weave Rope Mosaic Tile be used on both interior and exterior walls?

A: The suitability of the mosaic tile for exterior walls depends on various factors, such as climate, exposure to elements,

and the specific installation requirements. It is advisable to consult with a professional installer to determine if the tile is

suitable for your specific exterior application.

Q: Can I use the Wooden Marble and White Weave Rope Mosaic Tile as a backsplash in the kitchen?

A: Yes, the mosaic tile can be used as a decorative backsplash in the kitchen. It adds a touch of elegance and modernity to

the space. However, ensure that proper sealing is applied to protect the wooden marble from potential staining caused

by food or liquids.

Q: How do I ensure that the Wooden Marble and White Weave Rope Mosaic Tile is properly sealed?

A: Proper sealing is important to protect the wooden marble from staining and water damage. It is recommended to

consult with the manufacturer or a professional installer to determine the appropriate sealant for the specific type of

wooden marble used in the mosaic tile. Regular resealing may be necessary to maintain the tile's appearance and

longevity.


